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ABSTRACT

The researchers looked at the work of Epicurus' Pleasure and Albert Camus' Absurdism. This research intended to accomplish, is an attempt to help Filipino teenage cope up with their phase of existence marked with changes, identity issues, and turmoil, so that they can made sense of their world that, if properly understood, they can contribute to the quality of youthful life. This study aimed to make an outlook to the absurdity of seeking pleasure on different form of pleasurable actions: 1) Drugs, 2) Broken Family, 3) LGBT, and 4) Pre-marital sex.

This simple study has two significant contributions. First, it has a few studies that used observational and gathered data addition to self-report. Second, the researchers used information of the previous researchers related in the study.

The results revealed that there are causes of misbehaviour that were even intendin the environment surrounding the Filipino youth and also from the families that they have been with. In addition, the Filipino teenagers are affected by different bad habits that they learned by way of seeking pleasure inside of a society. The results are clearly pointing that the causes are mostly based on broken family consequences.

Based on the four cases investigated, poor parental relationship is by all account the "starting point" of their misbehaviour. It is also clear to see that the start of medication use was presented by the companions of the four cases.
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